SDA & REFORM LAODICEAN TITANIC

RIGHT OR WRONG, I'LL GO DOWN WITH MY DENOMINATION

"MY CHURCH MY CHURCH." R.S.

JESUS IS COMING SOON ARE YOU READY? READ & OBEY ACTS 2:38
SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT!

In dealing with SHIPS - Adventist Leaders find One Ship Quotation and Strain at this Gnat to make the Truth of non-effect - by their Tradition.

Now why TRUE REFORMERS did not come along and straig-ten these Poor Benighted people out by the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - is a Mystery, indeed. We sadly need - not LESS Literature - but MORE Literature - and we need it NOW!

We have an unfinished INDEX - if ever Printed - would Awaken MANY! We will go to this INDEX now and LIST for you the SHIPS that Sail in the Night. (REFORMERS, NOTE! WRITE on the Subject - again, and again, and again!)

*****************************************************************************

SHIPS that Flounder. SHIPS that strike Rocks. SHIPS that pass each other. SHIPS with Rotten Timbers in the Framework. SHIPS that are Worm-Eaten. SHIPS that strike Icebergs and yet go through. SHIPS that Drift helpless at Sea. SHIPS without Charts. SHIPS with out Compass. SHIPS without Anchor. SHIPS driven by Winds. SHIPS full-steam AHEAD!

*****************************************************************************

MARK THESE WORDS:

Most Adventists accept "THE SHIP IS GOING THROUGH - the Reference for which the Adventist Preacher does not Produce; the people rest satisfied without ASKING for it - and 999 out 1,000 of them HAVE NEVER SEEN! And do not really Know if there IS such a Statement or not. Yet make this a PROMINENT PART of their Religion!

*****************************************************************************

ONLY ONE SHIP?

Series B7:63:
THE MEDICAL SHIP! There must be "A CUTTING AWAY from the MEN who are TRYING to guide the MEDICAL SHIP into the Harvor, else they themselves (those who DO NOT CUT AWAY!) will NEVER reach the Haven of Rest...They will accept Fallacy after Fallacy..."Cry aloud, spare not" ...
I am now giving the Message God has given me, to give to ALL who claim to believe the Truth: "COME OUT from among THEM, and be ye SEPARATE!" 63-4.

*****************************************************************************
TM 353 - THE ONLY-ONE CHANNEL RIVER-BOAT:
"A drowning man, vainly struggling with the Waves, discov-
ers a Boat...But do the OCCUPANTS of the Boat stretch out their hands to lift him in? All Heaven looks on as
these men BEAT OFF the feeble clinging hands, and a
suffering fellow being SINKS beneath the Waves, TO RISE
NO MORE. This Scene has been enacted over and over again!"
******************************************************************************
T5:571-2. TWO SHIPS:
When CANRIGHT wanted to JOIN the Popular Movements of
his Day, because he wanted to make a Noise and wanted
to be seen of men; Sr. White WARNED him about leaving
the Truth for Error. Even though POPULAR; and it LOOKS
like Truth is going down due to the Severe STORMS it
must Face. Yet TRUTH will TRIUMPH Gloriously! ADVENTIST
LEADERS are now following Canright in believing they
can do a greater Work if they HIDE their Banners and
Fly the Skull & Cross-Bones of PIRACY on the High-Seas.
It may APPEAR that they will Win - BUT -
******************************************************************************
ON THE ROCKS!
"I know that Vessel will STRIKE THE ROCK before she
reaches the Harbor...The TIMBERS of her Framework are
WORM-EATEN, and she is a Deceptive Craft. If you had
more KNOWLEDGE you could discern between the Spurious
and the Genuine, the Holy and that appointed to UTTER
RUIN."
T5:572.
******************************************************************************
"UTTER RUIN" - and "TIMBERS WORM-EATEN!

SG4:63. FCE 482. T2:595. Show that those taken up with
STYLES and the CITIES and UNIFORMS and CIVIL DEFENSE -
making such FALSE PREPARATIONS for the TIME OF TROUBLE
as to UNITE CHURCH AND STATE - who felt "NO INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBILITY" - just go by the Leaders and the Major-
ity - will, when it is too late when the Sealing Angel
will have Passed by - "LONG FOR A CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE
WHICH THEY HAD FAILED TO OBTAIN." T1:27 . SG4:63. They
will be brought "LOW IN THE DUST" - they will DIE "BY
THE SWORD" - and Repent, Like Judas, like Achan - too
late. REPENT that they followed the Wrong Leaders, and
then they turn on them and Tear them Limb form Limb.
WHY? Read the Record and SEE what these Leaders had
been TEACHING them! EW 282. GC 656.

- 2 -
And the WORM-EATEN or ROTTEN TIMBERS are the FORNICATIONS in HIGH POSITION. TM 170, 426, 427, 428, 431, 433, 437. "Thou art Weighed in the Balances, and art found WANTING"...Your CHARACTER has in it BASE MATERIAL... ROTTEN TIMBERS." TM 440-446.


1895: "You and your Associates in the Sanatorium work need a PILOT with you constantly, else you will be SHIP-WRECKED." T8:454.

No Anchor.
No Light.
No Pilot.
No Chart.
No Compass.
"BREAKERS AHEAD!"

"Every SHIP sailing the Sea of Life - needs to have the Divine PILOT on board; but when STORMS arise, when Tempests threaten, many persons PUSH THEIR PILOT OVERBOARD, and commit their Bark into the hand of finite man, or try to Stear it themselves. Then DISASTER & WRECKAGE generally follow...Do not commit yourselves into the keeping of man, but say, "The Lord is my Helper." FCE 348.

1888: "The Facts concerning the REAL Condition of the Professed people of God, speak more Loudly than their Profession, and make it evident that SOME POWER has CUT THE CABLE that anchored them to the Eternal Rock, and that they are DRIFTING away to Sea, without CHART or COMPASS." R&H July 24, 1888. ARTICLES 2:231. COR 36.

THE MIDNIGHT - HER FATE -

1893" "I lately read of a noble SHIP that was plowing its way across the Sea, when at MIDNIGHT, with a terrific Crash, it struck upon a Rock; the PASSENGERS were AWAKEN-
ED only to See with Horror their HOPELESS Condition, and WITH THE SHIP they sank - to Rise no more, The MAN at the Helm had mistaken the BEACON LIGHT." SM2:128.

The hour: MIDNIGHT.
Where? At Sea, a SHIP, with Passengers. Doing what? SLEEPING - DREAMING. Did things turn out as they Dreamed? No. The SHIP sank - to Rise no more. This SHIP was HIDDEN in the VAULTS - to 1958! Why?

*******************************
THE MAN - mistook the BEACON LIGHT!

The CAUSE of this SHIP sinking - is clearly given - this SHIP was SHEERED on the ROCKS! By WHO? By a "MAN"- obviously NOT the "MAN OF CHRIST JESUS"! Why did he take or Steer a WRONG Course? Because he followed a FALSE LIGHT - he "mistook the BEACON LIGHT!"

THE MAN R. R. FIGUHR:
Speaking of the many HOSPITALS & INSTITUTIONS around the World - these are "BEACON LIGHTS ON THE WAY TO THE KINGDOM!"


*******************************
GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION:
R. R. FIGUHR: The "MAN AT THE HELM" avows anew that there will be NO CHANGE - NO REPENTANCE - NO CONVERSION but the BUILDING of these MAMMOTH INSTITUTIONS and Jerusalem Centers IN THE CITIES - will be carried out until Christ comes!

This BRIGHT and very NEW LIGHT reveals that the "MARK OF THE BEAST" which is to HALT all Activities and cause the People of God to FLEE to the "ISOLATED PLACES" - NONE OF THAT WILL TAKE PLACE BECAUSE:

R.R. FIGUHR: "When He finally appears in glory and declares the work finished, it should be to find this beloved and faithful Church in the midst of its LARGEST PLANNINGS and most extended ACTIVITY." R&H. 7-29-62.

*******************************
WARNINGS AGAINST DRUGS:
At this Point we should remind you that the BUILDING of these so-called "BEACON LIGHTS" on the Way to the Kingdom - the HOSPITALS and CLINICS where POISONOUS DRUGS are the Order of the Day.

That we have not been saying much about that of late - and here is the reason why - NOT because we have changed our Minds or that the MERCHANTS OF BABYLON have become Converted - but because:

(1) When we first entered this Field, we did so - ATTACKING certain things with daily Fear that our Lives and Liberties were in Jeopardy. But the Word of God is "POWERFUL" - "and Sharper than any two-edged Sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of Soul and Spirit, and of the Joints and Marrow." Heb. 4:12.

(2) In the Plan of God - since we had other Work to do now that we had been found Faithful to our Trust - God called on MAGAZINES and NEWSPAPERS throughout the Land to take up the Battle in the Day of the Lord. And the WONDER DRUGS began to make people WONDER what would HAPPEN to them next. We have stood back and watched OTHERS do the Work that was given into the Hands of the Church - but since they COMPLAIN of the Voices crying out - the STONES themselves have taken over. METAL in RADIOS and TAPE-RECORDINGS is "CRYING ALOUD" while the Church, like a HARLOT - has sold out to her Lord's worst ENEMIES.

******************************************************************************

LIGHT FROM AFRICA?

Once upon a time Missionaries went to Africa to convert them FROM Witchcraft but, true to the PREDICTIONS made by the Spirit of Prophecy:

Those in the GREATEST LIGHT have gone into the GREATEST DARKNESS - and now:
(So says Dr. Saleem A. Farah. Ph.D., acting Director of the Dept. of BIOTOXICOLOGY (Studying & Experimenting with POISONS) of the College of Medical Evangelists (?); as he seeks African "ABORTION MEDICINE" - "SCHIZOPHRENIA" Herbal Potions - the "Colombia YOPO Berry" - "To produce the TRANCE that Guahibo Indians of South America's Medicine men require to communicate with spirits."
"POISONS CAN SAVE LIVES"

In East Africa, "Civilization is growing so fast...that there is danger the Art of WITCH DOCTORING maybe LOST."
"You must work through the mentalities and beliefs of the people and in some cases you must follow WITCH-DOCTOR TECHNIQUES!

This "NEW LIGHT" AND THIS "BEACON LIGHT" "on the way to Heaven" is ILLUMINATING Seventh-day Adventist Institutions in the DARK AGE OF MEDICINE - as 700 or more Doctors (Figuhr says) "PARTICIPATE in the "RESEARCH" using WHO for Guinea-Pigs - care to GUESS ? of this Scientific undertaking by over 14 Scientists and over $1,000,000.00, Now $2,000,000.00.

POISON MUSHROOMS - COBRA VENOM - PREGNANT MARE URINE - SICK-HORSE-HOCK-GREASE and many other Wonderful things are being Tested and used in Medicine, so the Conscientious Physicians such as Dr. W. ALVAREZ in his Syndicated Articles - sounds some very Masterful Warnings. Thus this work has been taken entirely OUT of out hands - and we are FREE to deal with the SEALING as the 144,000 come to the CLIMAX of the AGES !
"IS THE CURE WORSE THAN THE DISEASE?"

Sounds almost like Ellen G. White as this Emeritus Consultant - MAYO CLINIC - writes (not allowed to QUOTE!) IN THE Vancouver Sun, Feb. 6, 1963 - WHITE CORPUSCLES are left DYING by the Wayside after an onslaught with some of these Newer Drugs that "CUT you of BREATHING if not careful! Or Dam up your Liver. Or CORTISONE can give you ULCERS, DROPSY, DIABETES, T.B. or just drive you slightly MENTAL!

OTHER BRIGHT LIGHTS:

AN ADVENTIST LIGHT HOUSE:

The NEW YORK CENTER - with a Grotesque "IMAGE of "THE CHRIST OF NEW YORK", for the Worshippers of Idols to Bow down to.

This wonderful people who NEVER could be "BABYLON" - nor even a "PART" of BABYLON - "RUSHED" this Center to Completion to fit in with the Mighty Prince of BABYLON'S Plans ans Crusade - as Billy Graham came to Town and set up Shop in the Adventist Center.
Where he Trained 1,000 to 1,500 "USHERS" who "MOVED TO THE FRONT" out of the Audience at the "Altar Call" as an Example for others to do the same, and thus become "CONVERTED." To WHAT - Adventist?

To Hell - To SUNday - To the Christ of BAAL! In your Church _with YOUR Money_ - but YOU are CLEAN and GUILTYLESS - are you not? Or do these Questions BOTHER you - ADVENTIST? Perhaps there "ought be a Law" to STOP them? THAT also - is in the PLANS for the Spread of Billy Graham's Gospel and the Adventists.

Just WHO is Billy Graham? He is just the CHIEF ORGANIZER for the World Council of Churches - that is all! And when the Adventists DEDICATED that place - it was SWARMING with WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OFFICIALS - and UNITED NATIONS REPRESENTATIVES - many of whom SPOKE from the Altar! And took PART in the Proceedings.

Are these men REALLY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS? Or just FIFTH-COLUMNISTS to lead this people asray? READ "BEACON LIGHTS" p. 6, 7 R&H. Nov. 23, 1944 - and see if the PRESENT CHURCH is the SAME ONE that WARNED AGAINST these very things - then!


"THE MAN AT THE HELM HAD MISTAKEN THE BEACON LIGHT" and the SHIP "SANK TO RISE NO MORE." SM 2:128.

******************************************************************************

NOW LET US TURN TO A SHIP THAT DID NOT SINK AND SEE IF WE CAN GET A FEW THINGS STRAIGHTENED OUT IN OUR THINKING. And when we come to see you - do not act so Stuffed-Shirt LAODICEANISH as though we had the PLAGUE or something - for we feel sure that YOU are the ones that have it. And if anyone should be AVOIDED - WE SHOULD AVOID YOU! Thank God that we STILL come to try to Help you - we will not come much longer. Your day of Grace is about Set!

THE PLAGUE

"I am instructed to say, The SENTIMENTS of those who are SEARCHING FOR ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC IDEAS are NOT to be Trusted...men who are trying to Guide the MEDICAL into the Harbor." Series B7:62, 63.
"FALSE SCIENCE is a something INDEPENDENT of God. It is pretentious IGNORANCE. This deceptive Power has captivated and Enslaved the minds of MANY, and they have chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT...

They are DRIFTING without an Anchor, beating about in the FOG of Uncertainty. SATAN SOON SEIZES THE HELM and carries their frail Bark wherever he pleases. They become subject to his will." T4:584.

MEETING THE PLAGUE
THE ICEBERG. That's over
<..................here!

THE SHIP is over here...
ON COURSE to meet it.

IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR some are going to try and Dodge Issue - trying to avoid the ICEBERG; and the UNSEEN portion of the Iceberg - will RIP their Plates open!

:(The SWINE will turn and REND you if you throw them a Bouquet of Kindness.) It is Time to "MEET IT!" "The TIME for decided ACTION had come..."MEET IT!!"...regarding the ERRORS that were coming IN AMONG US!" B2:56.

WHAT IS THE SHIP - ? and WHAT IS THE ICEBERG - ?

Here many will Stumble and Fall astray, Just as they have on the "SHAKING" - not knowing WHO is WHO or WHAT is WHAT.

THE SHIP is the True Movement that carries the True Message. What does this Ship MEET? It meets an ICEBERG!

THE ICEBERG is a thing APART and SEPARATE from the SHIP. Adventist Thinking has NEVER gotten around to Straightening that out. The SHIP meets the ERRORS that are "COMING IN AMONG US."

AMONG WHO? "AMONG US" ! That's B2:55. Now look at the page AHEAD and you will see JUST WHAT is the ICEBERG! And what BUILT it! It is:

(1) "A GREAT REFORMATION."
(2) "AMONG SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS."
(3) "A NEW MOVEMENT."
And now to continue - Sr. Elizabeth Hort of Australia:

"Satan has always been delighted to point to the whole Church as God's people but there is no such thing as a Denomination as a whole being God's people. (This is the very thing shown in the ORIGINAL GC 244. Between the 1st. and 2nd. Angel's Messages, and the 3rd. Angel's Message - was the "TARRYING TIME" and "THE MIDNIGHT CRY" - "The Churches in general closed their doors against it, and a large company who had the living Testimony - WITHDREW from their connection." GC 250 (1884).

("The professed Church, who rejected the Truth - was also Rejected." PT 79. JW.)

("...the Power of the MIDNIGHT CRY waked them up, JUST IN TIME FOR THEM TO MAKE THEIR ESCAPE FROM THE CHURCHES...The 3rd. Angel's Message was, and still is-a-WARN-ING to the Saints to "hold fast", AND NOT GO BACK, and "RECEIVE" the Marks which the Virgin Band got rid of, during the Second Angel's Cry. And has not the TRUE MESSAGE for God's people, since the 7th. month 1844, been just such a WARNING? It certainly has." "WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p. 11.) (James White.)

*And the "EARLY EXPERIENCES" are to be "Rehearsed as we enter upon the Final Scenes."*) M2:36, 38, 53, 147, 28.

Sr. Hort: "They loved their churches, and were loath to SEPARATE from them; but as they saw the Testimony of God's Word being suppressed, and their right to investigate the Prophecies denied, they felt that their LOYALTY TO GOD forbade them to Submit."
"ABOUT 50,000 WITHDREW"...

"Those who sought to shut out the Testimony of God's Word, THEY COULD NOT REGARD as constituting the Church of Christ, "the Pillar and Ground of TRUTH. Hence they felt themselves Justified in SEPARATING from their former Connection." GC 376. History is being repeated today."

"just one more to close with again from the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT p. 7, Feb. 1961:

"The Seventh-day Adventist Church is tilll God's true CHRISTIAN REMNANT CHURCH. The church, enfeebled, and defective, etc....She DESERVES OUR SUPREME regard also... (Guest Editorial.)

So long as the Church is FLATTERED and called the TRUE REMNANT, that Church will NEVER feel the need of a Saviour, and she will NEVER know her True Standing before God. Laodicea is NOT the Church Militant as she is NOT Fighting the Battle of the Lord, but the Battle against Communism, etc. which need not worry us. (As the Labor-Union Hordes are to be the greatest SINGLE cause of Trouble in the Time of Trouble - but God's people will then be OUT of the Cities - not IN to the Civil Defense.)...

"R. B. can never make me believe that one could be Sanctified by the Truth and support Apostasy at the same Time. It is NOT hating Sin - to Support it! It needs all we can give to Push the Chariot of Truth along, as it is an Uphill climb. We are told to "Define our position". It would be a Puzzle to define the position of those who insist in supporting Apostasy yet professing to believe the Sanctuary Truth. From Yours in the Blessed Hope - Elizabeth Hort. (Mrs.)...Australia...

THE RESCUE SHIP.

"I hesitated and delayed about sending out that which the Spirit of the Loed impelled me to write...But in the Providence of God, the ERRORS that have been coming in MUST BE MET!" Series B2:54. SM 1:204. "Letters" to B.C. p. 81. CWE 161. T8:82. T9:65.

***************************************************************************
THE ICE-BERG.

Below the Water-Line. The reason why the above took place. Giving the Truth the COLD-STARE! FREEZE you DEAD in your Tracks! From a distance!

Deep-Rooted ERROR. Case-Hardened Conscience. Love frozen over. Completely COLD. Brrrr!


MORE & MORE Adventists are finding this Bench and recline at ease on it. "PEACE, PEACE!"

******************************************************************************
(1) p. 55 - THE ICEBERG - "MEET IT!"
(2) p. 54 - DEFINITIONS OF ICEBERG.
(3) Medical Apostasy. "Doctrines that deny..."
(4) "A GREAT REFORMATION."
(5) "AMONG SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS."
(6) "A NEW MOVEMENT."
(7) "A NEW ORGANIZATION."
(8) "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER."
(9) "GO INTO THE CITIES."
(10) "OUR RELIGION WOULD BE CHANGED."
(11) "THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES...DISCARDED."
(12) "ACCOUNTED AS ERROR."
(13) "THE TIME HAS COME TO TAKE DECIDED ACTION."
(14) "MEET IT!"
(15) "The ERRORS that have been coming in MUST BE MET!"

Series B2"54, 55.
"Suddenly the Lookout cried, "Iceberg just ahead!" There, towering high above the Ship, was a gigantic Iceberg. An authoritative Voice cried out, "M E E T I T!" There was not a moments hesitation. It was a time for instant Action. The Engineer put on FULL STEAM, and the man at the Wheel steered the Ship STRAIGHT (the Straight Testimony!) INTO THE ICEBERG. With a CRASH she struck the Ice. There was a fearful Shock, and the ICEBERG broke into many pieces, falling with a noise like Thunder to the Deck. The Passengers were violently Shaken (The Shaking!) by the Force of the COLLISION, but no lives were Lost. The Vessel was injured, but not beyond repair. She rebounded from the Contact, trembling from the Stem to Stern like a living creature. Then she moved FORWARD on her Way.

"Well I knew the meaning of this representation. I HAD MY ORDERS. I had heard the Words, like a Voice from our Captain, "MEET IT!"...regarding the ERRORS that were coming in AMONG US!" Series B2:56. See 15.

REVEALED FOR THE FIRST TIME!
WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?
WHO GIVES IT? DO THEY GIVE IT TO THEMSELVES?
WHICH COMPANY LESSENS? WHEN DO THEY LESSEN?
WHY DO THEY LESSEN? WHO IS SHAKEN OUT? OUT OF WHAT???

BASED ON EW 269-271. But there are FOOTNOTES MISSING! SO WE USE T1:179-184. Which has the MISSING FOOTNOTES! (Without which this Testimony cannot be Understood!)
Have you heard of these FOOTNOTES before? No? I wonder why?"

"I was shown the people of God (Company #1.) pleading with God...deep anxiety...FIRMNESS...Great earnestness..."

"I lost sight of them!"

"Some, I saw, (Company#2.) did not participate in this work of agonizing and pleading. They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not resisting the Darkness, and it shut them in like a Thick Cloud...The Angels LEFT those who MADE NO EFFORT...and I lost sight of them." T1:181. EW 270.
Now - is it abundantly clear WHO she lost sight of? And shall we also bear this in mind as we follow the Testimony along? That she lost Sight of COMPANY #2! Who were "INDIFFERENT" "CARELESS" and above all "MADE NO EFFORT" - Satan is LOST because he made NO EFFORT". GC 669.

******************************************************************

Further, it should be noted - that the Angels of God "LEFT those who made NO EFFORT..." (Is there any Hope for people who make NO EFFORT? See BRINSMEAD GEP 24. COMPARE with T7:62. DA 604. T1:263, 429.)

******************************************************************

Find "NO EFFORT" Teaching in COR 20, 16-18.

******************************************************************

Now, let's make an EFFORT to Understand the following:

The SHAKING commences - "BY THE INTRODUCTION OF FALSE THEORIES." TM 112. That's the ICEBERG people. Also called "SURFACE READERS." TM 112. These are the people all Hay-Wire in their Understanding of DANIEL AND THE REVELATION - as you see if you Study the pages following TM 112-118.

******************************************************************

TRUMPET - The "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to them is called a "TRUMPET" - a "TRUMPET IN ZION" telling them that there is Danger of the "HEATHEN" ruling over them - and they become so Enslaved the people will ask. "WHERE IS THEIR GOD?" FOOTNOTES T1:180.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY:

To AVOID this Enslavement - "CLEANSE YOUR HANDS, ye Sinners, and PURIFY your hearts ye DOUBLED-MINDED." FOOTNOTE T1:180.

COMPANY #1 is so distressed at what they see Boiling on the Horizon: while the ICEBERG people are in the midst of a "GREAT REFORMATION" as shown in the previous page from Series B2:54. See also GC 464. EW 261.

COMPANY #1 are so distressed at the BLIND PRESUMPTION of the LAODICEANS and their "GOING THROUGH" Plans - that they tell them their great "GATHERING" is as USELESS as the GATHERING AND "WAITING ABOUT" THE OUTSIDE OF THE ARK - that the SIGNS the FALSE PROPHETS, BRINSMEAD, HEIBERTS, AND COMPANY are promising them are as VAIN as any other "TRADITIONS OF MEN" that make the
Word of God of non-effect; for the Word of God FIRMLY and POSITIVELY declares it will be "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH."

NO SIGNS - NO THUNDER - NO SUNDAY LAWS -
- and the Door is SHUT! So GO - !
"GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together, O (Denomination) NATION NOT DESPISED; before...the fierce Anger of the Lord come upon YOU (REPEATED TWICE!)" T1:180.
*******************************************************************************
SOME from COMPANY #2 heed the Warnings & JOIN in giving it. They are SEALED. T1:181. Their Angel Guard is DOUBLED! Praise God!
*******************************************************************************
THE TRUE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SHAKING...
WHO is shaken OUT of WHAT?

"I lost Sight of them......." (The Straight Testimony to... The Destiny of the Church...) (The ICEBERG is GONE - BUT THE SHIP REMAINS!) (THE SHIP.)
*******************************************************************************
"GATHER...yea, GATHER...O Nation NOT DESIRED." T1:180.

GATHER in your wonderful Drugging Institutions.
GATHER in your Cities.
GATHER in your Civil Defense.
GATHER in the Army, Air-Force, and Marines.
GATHER together to keep Easter and Xmass.
GATHER EARLY Easter Morn - The Pope's Day.
GATHER with the Brinsmead's.
GATHER and "WAIT ABOUT" - WAITING for WHAT?
GATHER and WAIT for the "Fierce Anger of the Lord to come upon YOU? T1:180.
"GATHER the Tares for the BURNING."
*******************************************************************************
In a letter from Ann DeMichael, Feb. 12 1963.

"And the Word of the Lord came unto me saying, Son of man, the House of Israel is to me become dross...

"Therefore thus saith the Lord God; Because ye are ALL become DROSS, behold - THEREFORE I will GATHER you INTO the midst of Jerusalem...

"...I GATHER you in mine ANGER and in my FURY, and I will LEAVE YOU THERE, and MELT you. Yea, I will GATHER YOU, and Blow upon you IN THE FIRE OF MY WRATH, and ye shall be Melted in the midst thereof...
"Son of man, say unto her, Thou art the land THAT IS NOT CLEANSED...There is a CONSPIRACY of her Prophets in the midst thereof...they have devoured Souls; they have taken the Treasure and Precious things they have made her MANY WIDOWS in the midst thereof...to get dishonest Gain. And her Prophets have daubed them with untempered Mortar, seeing VANITY, and divining LIES unto them, saying, Thus saith the Lord God, when the Lord hath not spoken...

"And I sought FOR A MAN among them...But I found NONE." (The MEN had all left.) Ezekiel 22:18-30. (Obviously the SEALING.)

Now pay attention to the following. EW 270 or T1:181 shows "A COMPANY" that is giving the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans.

This is so Important it is called a "MESSAGE" and a "TRUMPET" (T1:180 FOOTNOTE). "The SOLEMN Testimony upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS." T1:181.

Now as for the ICEY INDIFFERENCE of the Laodiceans - "I LOST SIGHT OF THEM." 181.

This proves Conclusively and Absolutely, that we now see ONLY the "COMPANY" that IS POSITIVELY DEALING IN THE POSITIVE & GIVING THE POSITIVE AND STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS -

"SOME...rise up AGAINST it." They LIE and say it is not so. Others, not so Blind - AGREE that it is so - and they JOIN in giving it. These are SEALED.

WHO IS SEALED? See TOP of page EW 271. See BOTTOM of page T1:181. This is COMPANY #1! And notice that in the very Hour of the Sealing - their numbers LESSEN! Some cannot stand up to the "BATLLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD" in the TRUE GATHERING TIME which FOLLOWS the FALSE GATHERING. EW 60-75, 261. GC 464.

"My attention was then turned to the COMPANY I had seen. (A Company is NOT the whole ARMY of the Lord - but only a PART of an Army. Only PART of 144,000)...the COMPANY I had seen...guardian Angels around them had been DOUBLED." (This takes place in the Sealing - as God's Angels leave one Group - and go to the other, and they are either SEALED or "LEFT to the Control of Evil Angels."

"The numbers of this (SEALED) COMPANY had LESSEned. Some had been SHAKEN OUT and LEFT by the Way." EW 271. T1:182 FOOTNOTES.